Abstract-As a linear system identification method developed in recent years, Random Subspace Algorithm (SSI) can effectively extract modal parameters from environmental incentive structure. However, this algorithm is not suitable for the embedded system due to its long calculation and low efficiency. For this consideration, improved from the data-based classical stochastic subspace algorithm, this article puts forward the partial projection SSI algorithm with higher efficiency. The basic idea of the improvement is to use the part of the output data rather than all data as a "past" signal, which greatly reduce the calculation and improve the efficiency of the algorithm as the result. Finally the simulation test and actual application of the improved algorithm show that the improved algorithm can achieve experimental results faster, which is still ideal even in strong noise environment. This algorithm improves the calculation efficiency with no loss of accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
The time-domain identification of experimental modal parameters refers to the identification of the structural modal parameters in time domain. As a technology developed with the application of computers in recent years, the research and application of time domain method go later than frequency domain method. It's difficult to measure the work load of some large complex structure such as bridges, dams, high buildings, aircrafts and ships when affected by wind, wave or the pulse of the earth while the response signal is easy to detect. Therefore, the direct use of response signal for parameter identification is undoubtedly of great significance.
When applying model analysis to some large building structures, it's often difficult to identify the model parameters due to the high experimental cost when imposing the artificial incentive on these building structures so that the modal parameter identification method is developed based on environment excitation. Vibration modal parameter identification method is the core component of modal analysis theory for vibration signal [1] [2] [3] [4] . At present, based on environment excitation, modal parameter identification methods are mainly frequency domain decomposition method [3] [4] , ERA [5] [6] and the stochastic subspace method [7] [8] [9] .Literature [7] proposed a stochastic subspace method algorithm based on eigenvalue decomposition, which removes the Hankel matrix QR decomposition and projection matrix SVD algorithm, so it greatly saves money and computing time and improves the computational efficiency as the result. Literature [8] proposed the stochastic subspace method to identify vibration system modal parameters based on reference point with no output covariance estimation. The basic idea improved in ref. [9] is to adopt a point of "the past" as a signal output instead of the total station. Databased random subspace is one of two algorithms commonly used in SSI algorithm. The essence of databased SSI algorithm is: to directly formed Hankel matrices with the output data, to calculate the output in the future to the past on the output of the projection with QR decomposition in linear algebra method, to do singular value decomposition (SVD)the projection and expand the observable matrix and system state kalman filter. Due to environmental stimulation it has nothing to do with the state of the system, the kalman filter and the output can be plugged into the system state space equation to resolve the correlation matrix of the system, and obtain the system's modal parameters.
II. STATE SPACE DESCRIPTIONS OF SYSTEM VIBRATION EQUATION
Suppose that one system which has n2 degrees of freedom is stimulated. The discrete mechanics system of second order expression is as follows [10] [11] [12] [13] : (2) where, The discretization equation (2) taking into consideration of the disturbance of noise:
Here:
is the state vector. 
III. CLASSICAL DATA-BASED SSI METHOD
Hankel matrix constructed by output data is defined. In equation (5), the first number of the suffix of Hankel Matrix is the time coefficient of the left upper corner elements while the second number is the time coefficient of the left lower corner elements. Since random system need sufficient statistical analysis, Hankel matrix is divided into two parts, which is called "the past" output and "the future" output respectively. If
In equation (6), the number of rows of the "past" and the "future" matrix are I, in which f p Y Y and are respectively the output of the "past" and "future". 
The defined O i is the projection on the "future" output to the "past" output.
Singular value decomposition (SVD) is carried out on the projection 
Through the projection of the singular value decomposition, the observable matrix and Kalman filter estimation can be obtained.
According to equation (4), the system's state equation can get the characteristics of the system matrices:
Among the ( )
IV. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY EXTRACTION ALGORITHM BASED ON IMPROVED SSI ALGORITHM

A. The Improved Random Subspace Algorithm -part of the Projection Method of SSI
In this algorithm, the basic idea of the improved calculation efficiency of SSI method is to replace all the data with part of the output data as a "past" signal in equation (6) . First of all, with the output data of Hankel matrices In equation (14), the cross line divides the matrix into two parts, the upper part is "the past" output Again on this basis, the definition of the "future" output is the projection of the part of the "past" output:
In the same way, singular value decomposition of . According to (9) , it can be got:
The same method can be obtained: According to the equation (12) , the system matrix A of the structure and least square solution of output matrix C can be got. The literature (7) shows that system modal parameters can be obtained after the system matrix A and C (natural frequency, damping ratio, modal shape).
B. Cable Vibration Signal's Fundamental Frequency Extraction Algorithm
The improved SSI algorithm described above shows that this algorithm can be used to extract the modal parameter of all orders from embedded system quickly and conveniently after obtaining the vibration response signal. The algorithm's main idea is shown in Figure 1 , first, the output data directly form a block Hankel matrix, QR decomposition method is used to calculate the projection of the future output over the past output, the observable matrix expanded and system state kalman filter can be obtained by decomposing singular value of the projection; Then Kalman filter and output are substituted into the system's state space equation to resolve the system function. Finally the fundamental frequency is obtained by system function.
The improved SSI algorithm
The least square method Software and hardware of the development board: S3C6410 ARM11 processor, ARM1176JZF -s kernel [14] , dominant frequency 533 MHZ, 128 MB Mobile DDR memory, 256 MB of RAM, android version: 2.3.3
Now suppose equation (21) as the vibration the analog signal for simulation. Set t as uniform sampling point on the interval [0, 2], sampling points of each signal are 4096.
( ) ( ) ) (t y is the response signal of the system, w(t) is the noise signal. Under the condition of different noise intensity (on the same piece of development board) results of improved SSI algorithm were shown in the figure 2 below: The ordinate is the error between the system frequency and ideal frequency, the abscissa is the signal-to-noise ratio. Figure2 shows that this algorithm also can achieve ideal result under the strong noise. Figure 5 is the actual acquisition signal waveform. The above is the time domain signal waveform diagram of the cable signal. The following is the corresponding signal spectrum of Fig. Spectrum diagram, the highest peak is high-order modes, about 0.8Hz peak is the required fundamental modal. Due to dense modal interference between, as well as the noise interference, and the error of the FFT spectrum itself leads to fundamental frequency peak recognition error is bigger, it is difficult to obtain precise stable fundamental frequency values directly from the FFT spectrum.
High modes
The fundamental frequency This article mainly focuses on how to obtain the system's fundamental frequency quickly in the embedded system by using stochastic subspace algorithm to calculate the modal parameters by the vibration signal. According to Formula 1 of literature [12] , obtaining accurate fundamental frequency (the first order natural frequency) is the key to calculate cable force. To compare the fundamental frequency, error and calculation time calculated based on three groups of vibration signal data collected from the three cables randomly selected with the data-based classic stochastic subspace algorithm, Table 1 shows that the efficiency of the new algorithm in embedded system obviously improves.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the improvement to the method of stochastic total space, i.e., using part of the output data to replace all the data as "the past" signal. Stochastic subspace method procedure is to establish the relationship between the "past" output data and future status to further obtain the system matrix through the output data and state equation. Finally the improved random subspace algorithm is applied to the embedded terminal to obtain the fundamental frequency of the cable-stayed bridge. According to the test results, the calculation time of the improved algorithm is much shorter while the calculation accuracy is no lower than the algorithm before the improvement. This advantage is more obvious when the output signal is large. It's worth promotion since it achieves convenience and high efficiency for the application of the embedded project in the bridge inspection system.
